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1 It is difficult to be certain about the age of the manuscripts of which these earliest preserved
witnesses are copies. They may have been minuscule codices from the eighth-ninth centuries or,
after a long period of lack of interest in Ancient History, they may reproduce Late Antique
codices written in majuscules. Indeed, mistakes in reading Greek majuscules may define differ-
ent families in the textual transmission, even if this does not imply that the model copied in the
tenth century was actually written in majuscules.
2 I. Pérez Martín, The Reception of Xenophon in Byzantium: The Macedonian Period, «Greek,
Roman, and Byzantine Studies» 53, 2013, pp. 812-855. A general survey on the reception of An-
cient History in Byzantium, in A. Kaldellis, The Byzantine Role in the Making of the Corpus of
Classical Greek Historiography: A Preliminary Investigation, «Journal of Hellenic Studies» 132,
2012, pp. 71-85.
3 Even if some datings need to be revised, it is still very useful to read J. Irigoin, Pour une étude
des centres de copie byzantins, «Scriptorium» 12, 1958, pp. 208-227, and 13, 1959, pp. 177-209,
and J. Irigoin, Les manuscrits d’historiens grecs et byzantins à 32 lignes [1977], in La tradition des
textes grecs. Pour une critique historique, Paris 2003, pp. 295-309, which established the earliest
stages in the transmission of Greek historians as well as the codicological features linking the
production of some of the oldest historical manuscripts to each other and to the Byzantine
court.
4 On the Excerpta Constantiniana see A. Németh, Imperial Systematization of the Past: Emperor
Constantine VII and his Historical Excerpts, Budapest 2010 (Central European University PhD);
on their evidence for the last ten books of Cassius Dio, M. Molin, De l’intérêt des «Excerpta his-
torica iussu Imp. Constantini Porphyrogeniti» pour la lecture de la dernière décade de Dion Cas-
sius, «Ktèma» 29, 2004, pp. 209-213.

The Role of Maximos Planudes and Nikephoros Gregoras 
in the Transmission of Cassius Dio’s Roman History
and of John Xiphilinos’ Epitome

The Transmission of Ancient Greek History in Context
Comparison with dated manuscripts has made it possible to place the oldest manu-
scripts of Greek historians in Constantinople in the first half or middle of the tenth
century.1 This location in the early Macedonian period, provided by palaeographi-
cal analysis, fits in very well with the recovery of court oratory in the reign of Leo
VI (886-912),2 and it is also very appropriate for the interests of the learned emper-
or Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (913-959),3 himself a historian and the pro-
moter of the Excerpta Constantiniana, the famous books that rearranged historical
fragments according to their moral or political content.4

These historical veteres are parchment books of excellent quality, which, among
other reasons, explains their preservation. On the other hand, we have very few or
no copies of ancient historians from the late Macedonian and Komnenian period,
either because manuscripts, being made of more fragile material (paper), were easi-
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ly damaged; or because they never existed, since no one deemed it necessary to re-
produce the old codices in new versions. Since Komnenian writers used motifs and
themes from Ancient History extensively and in different ways, I would strongly
argue for the first explanation: that we preserve few or no copies of ancient histori-
ans from the eleventh-twelfth centuries because they perished, especially when
Constantinopolitan libraries suffered the destruction of the Polis by the Fourth
Crusade as well as the exile of their owners. 

In contrast, after 1261 we see an explosion of copies that should be understood
as part of a process of the reassertion of Greek Antiquity and the Greek element in
Byzantine culture; but not only that. In addition to this change in mentality, the
higher number of Palaiologan manuscripts may be explained by the sustained in-
terest in Ancient History from the fourteenth century onwards, as well as by the
subsequent material continuity in their transmission, supported by good quality
writing materials. In the case of some widely read authors such as Thucydides or
Plutarch (also preserved in Komnenian copies), later codices may display new tex-
tual traditions or be witnesses of an intense contaminatio; in contrast, in the case of
historians who were not on the Byzantine syllabus and who were not read as mod-
els for Attic Greek or as endless sources of amusing stories and anecdotes, Palaio -
logan codices may rely heavily on the only Macedonian copy that still survives. The
consequence of this assessment has a greater impact on textual transmission than
we are keen to recognize: from the extensive historical production of Antiquity we
can essentially read now what Byzantines were able to read in Constantinople after
1261 or, to be more precise, what we have is what Palaiologan scholars rescued or
what they produced in new copies.

The Transmission and Reception of Cassius Dio and Xiphilinos’ Epitome
In general terms, this pattern remains valid for the transmission of Cassius Dio,5 a
late Roman historian only read in Byzantium by scholars and writers attached to
Ancient history, as the scarce manuscript evidence and the textual tradition sug-
gest.6 His Roman History covers in 80 books the period from the founding of
Rome to 229 AD.7 Only Books 36-58 have an independent transmission in manu-
scripts, all of them based on two veteres, Marc. gr. 395 (MS M, with Books 44-58,

5 On this subject, C. M. Mazzucchi, Alcune vicende sulla tradizione manoscritta di Cassio Dione
in epoca bizantina, «Aevum» 53, 1979, pp. 94-139. See also L. Canfora, Conservazione e perdita
dei classici, Padova 1974; G. Cavallo, La trasmissione dei ‘moderni’ tra antichità tarda e medioevo
bizantino, «Byzantinische Zeitschrift» 80, 1987, pp. 313-329: 325-329.
6 On Photios’s short, but appreciative, cod. 71 on Cassius Dio, see E. V. Maltese, Dopo Tucidide.
Lo storico bizantino e il suo lettore [2006], in Dimensioni bizantine. Tra autori, testi e lettori,
Alessandria 2007, pp. 247-258: 253-254.
7 The critical edition of the text is U. Ph. Boissevain, Cassii Dionis Cocceiani Historiarum Roma-
narum quae supersunt, I-V, Berlin 1895-1901.
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from the beginning of the tenth century) and Laur. Plut. 70, 8 (MS L, with Books
36-50, from the second half of the tenth century).8

We lack new witnesses of the Roman History from the eleventh-twelfth centuries,
and although this is not an unusual circumstance, it is certainly in disagreement
with the evidence of Byzantine literature. During the reign of Michael VII Doukas
(1071-1078), John Xiphilinos composed a summary of Dio’s Books 36-80 that cov-
ers the period from 69 BC to AD 229 (although Books 70-71 were missing from the
exemplar he used) and organizes the historical data around the Roman leaders or
emperors.9 Needless to say, his abregé is the best preserved witness based on Dio’s
Books 59-80. Later on, John Zonaras (†1157)10 used Dio as the main source (sup-
plemented by Xiphilinos) to summarize the history of Ancient Rome in his Epito-
me historion.11 Zonaras’ work is preserved in 72 manuscripts, which assures a note-
worthy, although fragmentary and simplified, dissemination of this Roman histori-
an.12 Moreover, Zonaras is the main source for our knowledge of the first 21 Books
of the Roman History, now lost, but still available to him.13

Xiphilinos and Zonaras made professional use of the Roman History, but there
are other writers who show their knowledge of the work. Kekaumenos, a contem-
porary of Xiphilinos, was a military commander and the author of an atypical
Byzantine text, the Strategikon, a compilation of advice to civilian and military offi-

8 On Marc. gr. 395’s dating, see N. Kavrus-Hoffmann, From Pre-Bouletée to Bouletée: Scribe
Epiphanios and the Codices Mosq. Synod. gr. 103 and Vat. gr. 90, in A. Bravo García, I. Pérez
Martín (eds.), The Legacy of Bernard de Montfaucon: Three Hundred Years of Studies on Greek
Handwriting. Proceedings of the Seventh International Colloquium of Greek Palaeography, Turn-
hout 2010, pp. 55-66: 63. On Laur. Plut. 70, 8, L. Porciani, Storici greci a Bisanzio: alcuni proble-
mi di ricezione del classico, in M. Bernabò (ed.), Voci dell’Oriente. Miniature e testi classici da
Bisanzio alla Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Firenze 2011, pp. 55-88: 85-87 and Tav. 10. On
the selection of Cassius Dio made by the Excerpta Constantiniana, Németh, Imperial Systemati-
zation, cit., pp. 43 and 301-306.
9 The Epitome was published by Boissevain (ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., III, pp. 479-730. The work
has been derided by contemporary Roman historians (see F. Millar, A Study of Cassius Dio, Ox-
ford 1964), and very few people have read it carefully, the exception being Chr. Mallan, The
Style, Method, and Programme of Xiphilinus’ Epitome of Cassius Dio’s Roman History, «Greek,
Roman, and Byzantine Studies» 53, 2013, pp. 610-644, a neatly positive assessment on the work.
Kai Juntunen (University of Helsinki) is preparing a new edition.
10 Ed. L. Dindorf, Joannes Zonaras, Epitome Historiarum, I-III, Leipzig 1868-1875.
11 On Zonaras’ historiographical method, see the sample studied by T. V. Buttrey, Dio, Zonaras
and the Value of the Roman Aureus, «The Journal of Roman Studies» 51, 1961, pp. 40-45: 42-43;
cfr. I. Grigoriadis, Linguistic and Literary Studies in the Epitome Historion of John Zonaras,
Thessaloniki 1998.
12 On Zonaras’ textual transmission, U. Ph. Boissevain, Zur handschriftlichen Überlieferung des
Zonaras, «Byzantinische Zeitschrift» 4, 1895, pp. 250-271; M. Bandini, L’uso delle fonti in sede
di recensio: la Ciropedia di Zonara (Epit. III 15-26), in J. Signes Codoñer, I. Pérez Martín (eds.),
Textual Transmission in Byzantium: Between Textual Criticism and Quellenforschung, Turnhout
2014, pp. 331-352.
13 Boissevain (ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., I, pp. II-III.
14 M. D. Spadaro (ed.), Cecaumeno, Raccomandazioni e consigli di un galantuomo, Alessandria
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cials as well as to people in private life.14 Kekaumenos may have belonged to the
same circles as Xiphilinos, since he mentions the latter’s uncle, the homonymous
patriarch John Xiphilinos.15 It appears that the Strategikon has an explicit (but
probably false) quote from Dio, since it is in the form of an apophthegm («And I
remembered Cassius Dio, who said that even the most respectable gentlemen are
obliged to use suitable words as well as money»).16 Another citation from Dio’s
Book 11 in 82.9-18, also included by Zonaras, suggests that the complete text of
Dio, and not Xiphilinos, was perhaps available to Kekaumenos.17 Finally, Dio
68.14.3 is probably also the source for the description of the Vlachs in 74.12-15.18

As expected, John Tzetzes seems to have been a voracious reader of Dio, explic-
itly mentioned as the historical source of the information given in Chiliades on
Hannibal (I.27), Trajan (II.34), Archimedes (II.35), Cato (III.70), as well as other
less notable individuals.19 Although Boissevain considered two brief texts from
Tzetzes’ Commentary on Likophron to be genuinely by Dio, and therefore printed
them,20 much work is still needed to determine how much he used Dio and
whether he did so directly.

As for the first Palaiologan century, the surprising lack of Dio’s manuscripts
needs some explanation. Certainly, copies made in Constantinople from 1261 to
1350 may have disappeared or may never have been written, but the earliest vol-
ume preserved after mss. M and L is Laur. Plut. 70, 10, copied in the 1420s by
Georgios Chrysococces in Constantinople.21 As his antigraphon the scribe used M
but also L, as well as the Epitome of John Xiphilinos to fill the gaps of M.22 Both
veteres M and L were available before the fifteenth century, as also were the works
of Xiphilinos and Zonaras. Nevertheless, in Palaiologan Constantinople Dio’s

1998; cfr. Ch. Roueché, The Literary Background of Kekaumenos, in C. Holmes, J. Waring
(eds.), Literacy, Education and Manuscript Transmission in Byzantium and Beyond, Leiden 2002,
pp. 111-138: 124-125.
15 Spadaro (ed.), Cecaumeno, cit., p. 218, 26-27 (72, 13-14). Kekaumenos does not mention the
historian Xiphilinos himself, as Roueché, The Literary Background, cit., p. 124, writes.
16 Spadaro (ed.), Cecaumeno, cit., pp. 58-59 and n. 21 (7, 7-9): kai; ejmnhvsqhn Divwno" tou' ÔRw-
maivou eijrhkovto" o{ti «kai; oiJ pavnu ajxiovpistoi tw'n ajnqrwvpwn kai; lovgoi" ejpithdeivoi" kai; crhv-
masi katadoulou'ntai».
17 Roueché, The Literary Background, cit., p. 124. The text was not edited by Spadaro (ed.), Ce-
cau meno, cit.
18 Spadaro (ed.), Cecaumeno, cit., p. 209 n. 13.
19 P. L. M. Leone (ed.), Ioannis Tzetzae Historiae, Napoli 1968; cfr. P. L. M. Leone (ed.), Ioan-
nis Tzetzae Epistulae, Leipzig 1972, Ep. 97 to the emperor Manuel I Komnenos.
20 Boissevain (ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., I, pp. LVIII-LIX.
21 His handwriting was identified by Mazzucchi, Alcune vicende, cit., pp. 137-139; cfr. G. De
Gregorio, L’Erodoto di Palla Strozzi: cod. Vat. Urb. gr. 88, «Bollettino dei Classici» s. 3, 23, 2003,
pp. 31-130: 62, on the Italian destination of the copy; on his copying work, A. Cataldi Palau, I
colleghi di Giorgio Baiophoros: Stefano di Medea, Giorgio Crisococca, Leon Atrapes, in B. Atsalos,
N. Tsironi (eds.), Actes du VIe Colloque International de Paléographie Grecque (Drama, 21-27
septembre 2003), Athina 2008, pp. 191-224, 1041-1048: 203, and RGK, II, nr. 95; III, nr. 127.
22 On the freedom shown by its peculiar redaction of Dio’s text, manipulated by Chrysococces,
Boissevain (ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., I, pp. LXXIV-LXXXII.
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Books 1-35 and 59-80 could no longer be read, and readers interested in Ancient
history would rather have a copy of Xiphilinos’ Epitome than of the incomplete
text of Dio.

Nor do we have copies of Xiphilinos’ Epitome from that first Palaiologan centu-
ry. The main witnesses that Boissevain used in his edition of Xiphilinos were two
manuscripts from the fifteenth century, Par. Coislin 320 and Vat. gr. 145. But there
is a third witness not taken into account by Boissevain, Iviron 812, which has been
wrongly dated from the fourteenth century. In fact, in these pages our main contri-
bution to the transmission of Cassius Dio and Xiphilinos’ Epitome is the new dat-
ing of Iviron 812 from the twelfth century and the identification of the handwriting
of two Palaiologan scholars, Maximos Planudes (d. 1305) and Nikephoros Grego-
ras (d. 1360), in the margins of Iviron 812 and Marc. gr. 395 respectively. The cod-
icological and palaeographical analysis of these testimonies as well as the reading of
their notes clarify the role they had in the transmission of Cassius Dio and, there-
fore, in the dissemination of Roman history in Byzantium.

Maximos Planudes and Xiphilinos’ Epitome: the Evidence of Mount
Athos Iviron 812

As is well-known, Planudes gathered some reading notes or excerpts from both
historical and philosophical ancient works, creating a peculiar collection that has
been transmitted as Sunagwgh; sullegei'sa ajpo; diafovrwn biblivwn.23 After an ex-
tensive group of excerpts from Strabo and Pausanias (Laur. Plut. 69, 30, ff. 1-30),
the Planudean Synagoge includes a section of 335 fragments on Roman history (ff.
30v-47v): fragments Nos. 1-44 on the Roman Republic, and fragments Nos. 45-335
on the Roman Empire.24 Because they do not have a unitary source, establishing
which one Planudes used has attracted the attention of experts on Roman histori-
ography since the nineteenth century as well as that of present-day students of
Byzantine culture.

Basically, the core of the question was whether Planudes had access to the lost
books of Cassius Dio; although Mommsen soon proved that this was not the case,25

23 The Synagoge has been described by several scholars: E. Piccolomini, Intorno ai Collectanea di
Massimo Planude, «Rivista di Filologia e Istruzione Classica» 2, 1874, pp. 101-117 and 149-163;
S. Kugéas, Analecta Planudea, «Byzantinische Zeitschrift» 18, 1909, pp. 106-146; A. Diller, Co -
di ces Planudei, «Byzantinische Zeitschrift» 37, 1937, pp. 295-301; C. Wendel, Planudes, Maxi-
mos, in RE XX (1950), coll. 2202-2253: 2232-2236 (nr. 40). On the manuscripts preserving it,
see L. Ferroni, I manoscritti della Sunagwghv planudea, «Studi Classici e Orientali» 57, 2011, pp.
327-353.
24 Ed. by A. Mai, Scriptorum veterum nova collectio, II, Roma 1827, pp. 527-568; Boissevain
(ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., I, pp. CXI-CXXIII, published 44 fragments on the Roman Republic
(the portion not taken from Xiphilinos’ Epitome). See Wendel, Planudes, cit., coll. 2233-2235.
25 Th. Mommsen, Über die dem Cassius Dio beigelegten Theile der Planudischen und der Con-
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the issue only began to be resolved when Lampros first studied Iviron 812 and dis-
covered that it contained unpublished excerpts of John of Antioch’s Historia
chronike.26 Lampros noticed (and his disciple Kugéas then confirmed)27 that
Planudes could have used as his source a miscellany similar to the one collected in
Iviron 812, thus suggesting that the information on the Roman republic was not
taken from Dio’s Books 1-35, but from John of Antioch and Paeanius’ Greek ver-
sion of Eutropius. These are precisely the authors contained in Iviron 812: ff. 1-2,
7-10v, 15-92 (Eutropius),28 ff. 3-6v, 11-14v (a fragment of John of Antioch’s Historia
chronike),29 ff. 92-98v (a text on the family of Caesarion, copied without interrup-
tion after the truncated text of Eutropius),30 ff. 99-301v (Xiphilinos’ Epitome, with
the title ΔEpitomh; Divwno" ÔRwmaikh'" iJstoriva", des. mut. mhcanw'n bevlh tina; ejx-
evkrouon 310D).31 But if the relationship between Planudes and Iviron 812’s mis-
cellany is beyond dispute, from Lampros’ time until now the real nature of this re-
lationship has been a puzzle.

The main reason for this perplexity is the complex nature of the manuscript and
its genesis. In the following pages, I shall try to clarify as far as possible how and

stantinischen Excerpte, «Hermes» 6, 1, 1872, pp. 82-91; H. Haupt, Über der Herkunft der dem
Dio Cassius beigelegten Planudischen Excerpte, «Hermes» 14, 1, 1879, pp. 36-64. But see below
the link of Planudes to Par. gr. 1397A (Strabo) and Dio’s Books 17 and 18.
26 The story of the discovery is summarized by E. Stagni, Apokolokyntosis: appunti sulla tra di -
zione di Dione Cassio-Xifilino, «Rivista di Filologia e di Istruzione Classica» 122, 1994, pp. 298-
339: 308-310, and U. Roberto (ed.), Ioannis Antiocheni Fragmenta ex Historia chronica, Berlin
2005, pp. CI-CXI. See also F. R. Walton, A Neglected Historical Text, «Historia: Zeitschrift für
Alte Geschichte» 14, 1965, pp. 236-251, and B. C. Barmann, The Mount Athos Epitome of Cas-
sius Dio’s Roman History, «Phoenix» 25, 1971, pp. 58-67. The description of contents given by
S. Lampros, Catalogue of the Greek Manuscripts on Mount Athos, II, Cambridge 1900, p. 228,
nr. 4932, was prior to the editio princeps of John of Antioch’s fragments in S. Lampros, ΔAnevkdo-
ton ajpovspasma ΔIwavnnou tou' ΔAntiocevw", «Nevo" ÔEllhnomnhvmwn» 1, 1904, pp. 7-31.
27 Kugéas, Analecta Planudea, cit., pp. 127-144.
28 The title on f. 1 is: Paianivou metavfrasi" th'" Eujtropivou ÔRwmaikh'" iJstoriva". ÔErmhneiva th'"
ÔRwmaikh'" iJstoriva" h}n e[grayen Eujtrovpio", hJ de; fravsi" Paianivou. See S. Lampros, Ein neuer
Codex des Päanius, «Classical Review» 11, 8, 1897, pp. 382-390, with a collation of the manu-
script; the edition of the text in S. Lampros, Paianivou metavfrasi" eij" th;n tou' Eujtropivou ÔRw-
mai>kh;n iJstorivan, «Nevo" ÔEllhnomnhvmwn» 9, 1912, pp. 9-113.
29 According to P. Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen zum Geschichtswerk des Johannes von Antiocheia,
Thessaloniki 1989, p. 161, these are the remaining folios of a complete copy of John of Antioch
whose quires may form the first portion of the manuscript. As Kugéas, Analecta Planudea, cit.,
pp. 142-144, pointed out, when Planudes used the miscellany, John of Antioch’s text was al-
ready incomplete, the narrative ending with Lucullus (118-56 BC).
30 Ed. by S. Lampros, ΔAnevkdoton ajpovspasma suggrafh'" Peri; tou' kaisareivou gevnou", «Nevo"
ÔEllhnomnhvmwn» 1, 1904, pp. 129-155, who realized that the Eutropius text ended abruptly in
the middle of f. 92 and was followed without any indication by the text on the family of Caesari-
on, also beginning in medias res. The only explanation is that the scribe of Iviron 812 (or his
model) did not realize that he was transcribing two different, truncated texts, the transition be-
tween which had been hidden by the loss of some folios. 
31 A collation of the text in S. Kugéas, Nevo" kw'dix tou' Xifilivnou, «ΔAqhna'» 15, 1903, pp. 485-
489.
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when Iviron 812 was produced and took its current form. As usually happens with
paper codices whose handwriting is not easy to date, the manuscript has been con-
sidered more recent than it actually is. On the other hand, scholars have discussed
time and time again the relationship between Maximos Planudes and Iviron 812,
without realizing that his handwriting is found in some of its margins. Thus, a full
re-examination of the manuscript seemed necessary.32

Kugéas (and the rest of scholars after him) thought that the coincidences be-
tween the Planudean historical excerpts and Iviron 812 were so close that it was
unlikely that Planudes could have used a collection of texts different from the mis-
cellany preserved by the Athos codex. But it is puzzling to realize that they never
took into consideration the possibility that the manuscript might be the actual one
used by Planudes. Kugéas proposed instead that Planudes might be responsible for
the collection of texts in the antigraphon of Iviron 812, which would reproduce
even the marginal notes marking some texts selected by Planudes for his Synagoge
and whose variae lectiones agree with the Planudean excerpts.33 Since, as we will
see, Iviron 812 is itself a miscellany, this explanation is not acceptable and, as it
happens, it has stirred up contradictory conclusions on the nature of the manu-
script.34 Although it is not impossible, the copying of such a mixture of texts into a
second miscellaneous codex may be considered a rare event.

Panagiotis Sotiroudis, the author of a study on the transmission of John of Anti-
och, has given an accurate codicological description of Iviron 812,35 but his under-
standing of the manuscript lacks an in-depth palaeographical analysis and is condi-
tioned by the idea that the codex was copied after Planudes worked on these Ro-
man historians.36 His observations were confused by the forced inclusion of John

32 Unfortunately, my sex prevents me from studying Iviron 812 personally on Mount Athos, and
that is the reason why I cannot provide here a full codicological analysis. Thanks to the Institut
de Recherche et d’Histoire des Textes I have had access to a microfilm of the manuscript, which
a priori seemed to me a promising witness for Dio’s transmission in Byzantium. The study of the
microfilm was hindered by the bad condition of the original and the poor quality of the repro-
duction. Later, Sergei Mariev and Kai Juntunen kindly provided me with digital images of some
portions of Iviron 812. Father Theologos Iviritis, the librarian at Iviron, kindly helped me to get
reproductions of the codex.
33 Kugéas, Analecta Planudea, cit., pp. 139-142, gave a list of textual differences and agreements
between the manuscripts of Planudes and Xiphilinos: agreements with Iviron 812 largely out-
number differences and differences can easily be explained by Planudes’ extraordinary knowl-
edge of Greek, which allowed him to correct the text.
34 S. Mariev (ed.), Ioannis Antiocheni Fragmenta quae supersunt omnia, Berlin 2008, p. 24*, has
drawn attention to the contradictory conclusions of prior scholars on the nature of Iviron 812
and proposes that «even if the different portions of the manuscripts were created at different
stages, they could have been copied from the same exemplar».
35 Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., pp. 159-164; see also Roberto (ed.), Ioannis Antiocheni Frag -
menta, cit., pp. CIV-CV and CXI-CXVII.
36 See for example Diller, Codices Planudei, cit., p. 299: «The MS. is somewhat later than Pla -
nudes’ time, and was probably copied from his codex. The excerpts are earlier than any of the
mss. of these authors, and those from Joannes Antiochenus are in part unique».
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of Antioch’s folios (ff. 3-6, 11-14v), which in fact makes Iviron 812 the actual ma -
nu script Planudes used, as his handwriting now confirms. Sotiroudis’ analysis is
correct in setting John of Antioch’s folios apart from the rest of the codex, which
responds to a unique “copy plan” including the copy of Eutropius (ff. 1-2, 7-10,
15-98v) and Xiphilinos (ff. 99-301v).37 Although the paper distribution in quires
forms a material limit between both texts38 and they have been written by different
scribes, this circumstance does not prevent the copies of Eutropius and Xiphilinos
from being made deliberately to be combined, i.e., from being the product of the
same “copy plan”.

The copy of Eutropius and the text on the family of Caesarion was made by a
skilful scribe (A: ff. 1-2, 7-10, 15-98v, Plate 1), with straight and regular handwrit-
ing.39 He uses few ligatures and may enlarge the round cores of omicron, sigma and
phi. It is perhaps worth noting how he writes xi and zeta, enlarging their endings
with a horizontal stroke. The general aspect of the handwriting strongly recalls
scribe A of Octateuch Vat. gr. 746, an illuminated codex usually dated in the
twelfth century,40 and more specifically by Jeffrey Anderson, in the second quarter
of the twelfth century.41

As to the copy of Xiphilinos’ Epitome in Iviron 812, it must be dated only a few
decades after Xiphilinos wrote his work and at least three centuries prior to the

37 According to Roberto (ed.), Ioannis Antiocheni Fragmenta, cit., p. CXII, the paper size in Xi -
philinos’ portion is 225x175 mm, but in the reproduction available to me there is no difference
between f. 98 and f. 99. Therefore, «225» must be an erratum for «255». Although the text lay-
out may change slightly from page to page, as usually happens in paper copies without neat rul-
ing, the codicological data given by Roberto does not preclude us from considering one main
volume containing Eutropius + Xiphilinos (measuring 250-255x165-175 mm, written surface
210x120 mm), to which was joined a fragmentary copy of John of Antioch. In both cases, the
writing material is eastern paper folded in-quarto. In the added portion, the written surface is
slightly smaller, 196x120 mm) and the number of lines is higher – 30-36 against 24-28 in the
Xiphilinos section.
38 Xiphilinos’ Epitome begins in a different quire of 7 ff. after ff. 97-98, two folios that allowed
the copy of the text on the family of Caesarion to be completed. Therefore, ff. 97-106 do not
form a quinion, as Sotiroudis thinks. A quinion is not a usual quire for that period, and the quire
numbering points in the other direction: f. 97 would be the first folio of the 18th/20th quire
(ihV/kV), f. 99 of the 19th/21th quire (iqV/kaV).
39 According to Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., p. 162: «der Meinung von Lambros, dass der
Codex dem 14. Jh. entstammt, stimmte ich grundsätzlich zu, füge aber hinzu, dass die 1. Hand
die ältere zu sein scheint».
40 He wrote ff. 14-219v and 385-508v of Vat. gr. 746. See P. Canart, L. Perria, Les écritures li -
vresques des XIe et XIIe siècles, in D. Harlfinger, G. Prato (eds.), Paleografia e codicologia greca.
Atti del II Colloquio internazionale, Berlino – Wolfenbüttel, 17-21 ottobre 1983, Alessandria
1991, pp. 67-118: 92-93 (and Pl. 7); J. Lowden, The Production of the Vatopedi Octateuch,
«Dum barton Oaks Papers» 36, 1982, pp. 115-126: Pl. 10, 12, 26. Other examples of his hand-
writing in P. Canart, A. Jacob, S. Lucà, L. Perria, Facsimili di codici greci della Biblioteca Vati-
cana, I, Tavole, Città del Vaticano 1998, nr. 58; J. C. Anderson, The Seraglio Octateuch and the
Kokkinobaphos Master, «Dumbarton Oaks Papers» 36, 1982, pp. 83-114: Pl. 23.
41 Anderson, The Seraglio Octateuch, cit.
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manuscripts used in Boissonade’s edition. This portion is the work of two scribes:
the first one is the main scribe (B: ff. 99-207v, 209-214v, 216-301v, Plates 2-3), while
the second one (C: ff. 208rv and 215rv), although his is a contemporary, simpler and
clumsier hand, has only copied or substituted the first and the last folios of the
quire numbered lbV/ldV. Scribe B shows a quick, slightly sloping, unsophisticated
and very legible hand. It does not share with many scripts from the twelfth century
(and with scribe A of Iviron 812) the modular contrast between small and large let-
ters and the overwhelming presence of large round letters; nor does the scribe use
the elegant and exquisitely cursive handwriting of documents, although he does
employ large abbreviation signs and bold ligatures (iw, ko) that immediately recall
some chancery hands. A dating from the first half of the twelfth century may be en-
dorsed by the comparison with the exchange contract from 1117 written by the
nomikos Demetrios Artakenos (Docheiariou doc. 4).42

The section of John of Antioch (ff. 3-6, 11-14v, Plate 4),43 was copied earlier than
the volume of Eutropius + Xiphilinos. The scribe shows a formally rich hand, usual
in book copying from the end of the eleventh century, although it recalls the hand-
writing of imperial notaries such as the Michael who copied Gregory of Nazianzus
into the current London, British Library, Arundel 549.44 His handwriting is also
close to Vat. Barber. gr. 462, written by the monk Basilios Anzas,45 or to Vat. gr.
504, copied by Ioannes Chaldas in 1105.46

Some elements in the description given by Sotiroudis suggest that the miscellany
has suffered more than one alteration or restoration from the time it was created
until now,47 including the loss and disorganization of some folios in the Xiphilinos
portion at the end of the volume.48 But it is more interesting to explore the general
organization of the volume in order to discover the link of the John of Antioch

42 N. Oikonomides, Actes de Docheiariou, Paris 1984, pp. 73-88; G. Ca vallo, Scritture informali,
cambio grafico e pratiche librarie a Bisanzio tra i secoli XI e XII, in G. Prato (ed.), I manoscritti
greci tra riflessione e dibattito, Atti del V Colloquio Internazionale di Paleografia Greca (Cremona,
4-10 ottobre 1998), I, Firenze 2000, pp. 219-238: 230 and Tav. 11c. No style defined by Canart,
Perria, Les écritures livresques, cit., is comparable to this handwriting.
43 Lampros, ΔAnevkdoton ajpovspasma ΔIwavnnou tou' ΔAntiocevw", cit., p. 8, wrote that this portion
was made by «fuvlla xevnh" u{lh"».
44 RGK, I, nr. 288, Cavallo, Scritture informali, cit., Tav. 12c.
45 RGK, III, nr. 66.
46 RGK, III, nr. 313. This is the only precise dating able to provide a chronological frame for the
John of Antioch fragment, although the proximity between both scribes is not great enough to
fix its dating.
47 The evident damage suffered by the manuscript, especially at the beginning, may be explained
by the bad quality of the paper or perhaps by the inexperience of scribes copying on paper. In
fact, Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., p. 160 pointed out the presence of blank pages (ff. 155v,
187v, 189v, 190v, 198v), explaining this oddity because the ink of the opposite page would have
gone through the paper.
48 Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., p. 161, has also pointed out that the last folios of the volume
are messy, and a reader from the thirteenth century had already noticed that and explained the
correct order on ff. 287v, 290v, 293v, 297v, 298v, 299v.
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portion to the main volume. This has two series of quire numbering, beginning on
f. 17 with hV and iV.49 I would guess that, strangely enough, the lesser series, indicat-
ing the loss of 5 or 6 quires (if we consider that ff. 1-16, now a false octonion, can
be counted as 1 or 2 quaternios), is prior to the higher series, indicating the loss of
7 or 8 quires: indeed, the first series may be contemporary to the copy of the vol-
ume (some letters such as z recall the handwriting of scribe A), while the second
series would be dated from the Palaiologan period. This means that in the twelfth
century the volume had two fewer quires than in the thirteenth/fourteenth century.
Since the information now available to us leads us to believe that the loss only af-
fected a copy of John of Antioch, now represented in the volume by 8 ff., the im-
mediate explanation of such a growth is the addition of a further fragment of John
of Antioch not previously taken into account by the quire numbering – perhaps
due to the disorder of the miscellany, or to a reconstruction of the text from a dif-
ferent witness.

This record of loss and growth is also shown by two notes counting the written
folios. The first portion (ff. 1-98) ends with the note on f. 98v: gegrammevna fuvlla
rlzV, a number, 137, that does not agree with the current state of the codex, and
establishes the loss of 39 folios. This matches with the loss of 5 quires suggested by
the quire numbering hV on f. 17: 39 ff. = 5 quaternios minus 1 folio. On the lower
margin of f. 301v, another count, fuvlla slqV, was added by a similar hand, ending
the second part of the codex; the number 239 is again higher than the current por-
tion of Xiphilinos, 203 ff., to which we would have to add 36 folios. These folios
cannot match a loss of the Xiphilinos text, which took place after f. 301. Perhaps
they were just a portion of John of Antioch’s text 3 folios longer than the count on
f. 98v.

The last sign that helps us in reconstructing the history of the manuscript is an at-
tempt to reorganize the preserved portion of the Historia chronike and combine it
with Eutropius. According to Sotiroudis,50 the upper margin of ff. 1-20 keeps this
numbering: ff. 1-2 [= aV-bV], 7-10 [= gV-ıV], 15-20 [= zV-ibV]. The moment these num-
bers were added, ff. 3-6 and 11-14 were put after f. 38, since they received the
numbers laV-lhV.51 This location makes much more sense than the current one,
since in this way Eutropius’ book V and John of Antioch’s Liber IV de consulibus,
both dealing with Sulla, were placed together. The reorganization of the contents is
evidence of a scholarly use of Iviron 812, but we are not able to date the interven-
tion more precisely. The order maintained by the historical excerpts from
Planudes’ Synagoge might help to elucidate the issue, but it seems that Planudes
sometimes chose a set of fragments following the original order of the source, while
at other times he arranged them, for example, in order to provide a short dictio-

49 See Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., p. 161.
50 Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., p. 161. Numbering folios is not a usual practice in Byzan-
tium, except when the copy is severely damaged or the scribe has made a serious mistake copy-
ing a text and must reorganize it folio by folio. 
51 Apparently, f. 38 is not the last folio of a quire.
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nary of Roman political offices or general Latin terms. In these cases the same frag-
ment may combine different sources, or may simply be inspired by the information
given by the source.52

The marginalia of Iviron 81253 confirm that the historical miscellany was read
from the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries. Among the oldest notes, it is worth
mentioning the beginning on f. 6v of a note typically found in historical manu-
scripts to tag the content: ejmfulivwn polevmwn, […]; this reader was roughly con-
temporary to the copy. On f. 263v, in the margin of the text on emperor Hadrian’s
political opponents, who «had great influence and enjoyed wealth and fame» (oi|a
megavla dunavmenoi kai; plouvtou kai; dovxh" eu\ h{konte" 243.12 D, = Dio 69.2.6), a
hand from the twelfth century wrote: eij me;n ou{tw tau'ta kai; hJ tou' qeou' sofiva ejpi;
tou' staurou' hJ o[rh [w{rh?] tw' lovgw kai; gh'n susthswmevnh kai; qavlassan. And be-
low: ejpei; de; tau'ta ou{tw" ejgevnonto, ei\pon tovde [ei[ponto de; ms] kai; oiJ iJppei'" auj -
tw'.

Some additions and corrections made by a rapid hand throughout the text can be
dated from the twelfth century or later. We give only two examples:

– f. 170: 126.29-30 D the ms. matches the text edited by Dindorf and Boisse-
vain: ejn w|/ kakou' ejgegovnei, «he had fallen under the control of evil»; in the
margin eij" [to;?] kako;n ejgevneto must be understood as a paraphrase into
demotic Greek.

– f. 249 Xiph. 215.25-27 D naumaciva triscilivwn ajndrw'n kai; meta; tou'to kai;
pezomaciva ejgevneto: nikhvsante" ga;r oiJ ΔAqhnai'oi ed.: triscilivwn - pezo ma -
civa om. Iviron 812, suppl. s.l. triscilivwn ajndrw'n meta; toutou'to [sic] pe-
zomac(iva).

Notes from the thirteenth/fourteenth century marking the content are found on:

– f. 103 to Xiph. 7 D (along the outer margin): Peri; tw'n ΔIoudaivwn;
– f. 104 to Xiph. 9 D (along the outer margin): kai; tau'ta; 
– f. 121v Xiph. 39.20-21 D: the words pavnta ejpΔ ajllhvloi" prattovntwn are re-

peated in the margin; this hand can be dated from the beginning of the four-
teenth century.

A more interesting note is found on f. 114 to Xiph. 26.7 D Salouvstion: sh(meivw -
sai) ou|to" oJ [… para; tw'n?] ÔRwmaivwn Sal[ou'stio" kalei'tai?]; the handwriting
recalls that of Nikephoros Gregoras, who probably had the manuscript in his
hands, as we shall see. Although I cannot read the entire sentence, this sort of
prosopographical remark is very common from Gregoras’ pen.

On f. 109v, we find a different kind of note, a demotic gloss to Xiph. 18.27 D
stratovpedovn: to; koinw'" legovmenon katounotovpin. According to LBG, to; katou -

52 On the sources used by Planudes, Kugéas, Analecta Planudea, cit., p. 127, but his statements
need to be reviewed: see Roberto (ed.), Ioannis Antiocheni Frag menta, cit., pp. CIII-CXI.
53 Sotiroudis, Untersuchungen, cit., p. 162, makes an imprecise reference to the presence of three
marginal hands marking the loss of text or commenting on it.
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no tovpion «Lagerplatz, Heerlager» is a word that also appears in the Metaphrasis of
Anna Komnene’s History, among other texts. The handwriting can be dated from
the end of the thirteenth century or the beginning of the fourteenth.

On f. 161 Xiph. 111.4-6 D paideuvein me;n ga;r aujtou;" kai; novmoi" kai; eujergesiv -
ai" kai; nouqesivai" dei', o{pw" swfronw'si, kai; prosevti kai; threi'n kai; fulavttein,
i{na ka]n ajdikei'n ejqelhvswsi mh; dunhqw'sin: in the margin the note pro;" to; mh; a[l -
lw" kalw'" e[cein kai; aJpantacovqen memivshtai expands the sense of the sentence.

As for Planudes’ intervention in the manuscript, we may tentatively assign to his
hand several notes to the John of Antioch portion that Kugéas published, and that
correspond exactly to excerpts chosen by him and now included in the Synagoge.54

In the Xiphilinos portion of Iviron 812, we find a very significant note added by
Planudes on f. 102v. It explains what «Kronos day» means: according to Dio, the
observance of the Jewish Sabbath allowed the Romans to capture Solomon’s tem-
ple (37.16: ei[ ge mh; ejn tai'" tou' Krovnou hJmevrai" a[praktoi pantelw'" h\san oiJ ΔIou -
dai'oi […]) and the note on f. 102v says: oiJ lati'noi ta;" th'" eJbdomavda" hJmevra" toi'"
tw'n planhtw'n ojnovmasi prosagoreuvousi. hJmevra Krovnou levgonte" kai; hJmevra Dio;"
kai; ejfexh'". e[cousin ou\n ou{tw": hJmevra hJlivou [infra lineam aV hJmi'n kuriakhv],
hJmevra selhvnh" [infra lineam bV], hJmevra “Arew" [infra lineam gV], hJmevra ÔErmou' [in-
fra lineam dV], hJmevra Diov" [infra lineam eV], hJmevra ΔAfrodivth" [infra lineam ıV],
hJmev ra Krovnou [infra lineam zV savbbaton].

Despite the trivial significance that this may have for us, the average Byzantine
was not acquainted with the Latin names of planets or with the fact that weekdays
were named after some of them, which explains the note. Planudes, who knew
Latin, decided to repeat here the Greek translation/equivalence of Latin weekdays
he found in Xiphilinos’ Epitome.

A later hand repeats on f. 103v the Greek translation of Roman weekdays given
by Dio’s passage (37.18-19) and Xiphilinos’ Epitome (8.16-9.25 D): zV krovnou, eV
zeuv", gV a[rh", aV h{lio", "V ajfrodivth", dV eJrmh'", bV selhvnh. This passage has been
transmitted independently, both as an appendix to John Pothos Pediasimos’ scho-
lia to Cleomedes, and separately in astronomical manuscripts.55 As Todd surmised
and now Iviron 812 proves, Planudes’ mediation explains how Pediasimos had ac-
cess to the information. There is a second passage on the reform of the Roman cal-
endar introduced by Julius Caesar (Dio 43.26, Xiph. 8.16-9.25 D), also included by
Planudes in his Synagoge56 as well as personally transcribed by him on f. 54v from
Edinburgh Adv. 18.7.15 (Cleomedes and Aratus), next to a note on the lunar

54 Kugéas, Analecta Planudea, cit., p. 145: f. 4v sh. to;n ejmfuvlion ÔRwmaivoi" povlemon (Plan. 37 B),
f. 5v idem o{ra fqora;n th'" tw'n ΔAqhnaivwn povlew" (Plan. 38 B), f. 6v o{ra to;n Suvlla (Plan. 40 B),
f. 12v sh. pro;" eujtucivan tou' Suvlla and o{ra frovnhsin gunaikov" (Plan. 40 B), f. 13 o{ra fqora;n ÔR-
wmaivwn and o{ra ta; tou' Suvlla (Plan. 41 B), f. 13v o{ra pavlin to;n ejn ÔRwvmh/ ejmfuvlion povlemon
(Plan. 42 B). I am unable to see them in the photographs that Sergei Mariev has kindly provided.
55 R. B. Todd, The Manuscripts of John Pediasimus’ Quotations from Dio Cassius, «Byzantion»
56, 1986, pp. 275-284: 276-277.
56 They are among the passages listed but not published by Mai, Scriptorum veterum nova collec-
tio, cit., p. 552.
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eclipse of August 21-22, 1290.57 This felicitous circumstance allows us to date
Planudes’ reading of Xiphilinos from about that year.

A second note on f. 243 may be assigned to Planudes. It deals with Vespasian’s
healing power (Xiph. 205 D, Dio 66.8): kai; Oujespasiano;" de; aujto;" tuflo;n tev
tina kai; e{teron oujk ajrtivceira, proselqovnta" oiJ ejx o[yew" ojneiravtwn, tou' me;n
th;n cei'ra pathvsa", tou' de; toi'n ojfqalmoi'n phlo;n prosptuvsa", uJgiei'" ajpevfhne.58

In the margin Planudes wrote: daimovnwn Divwn h] tw'n graidivwn pavredro" h\sqa ajllΔ
ouj bouleuthv". «You are, Dio, assistant of daemons or witches, but not their coun-
sellor». Once again, the passage is included in the Synagoge – in fact, it is the kind
of note we would expect from Planudes’ prudish pen.

An interesting note on f. 147v is unfortunately difficult to read. It was added by a
hand similar to that of John Eugenikos in order to discuss the identity of the au-
thor of the Roman History:59 […] Crusovstomo" parΔ ”Ellhsi ejpiklhqei;" ta; toiau'-
ta tw'n ÔRwmaivwn suggravfwn […] gevgrafen […] bh Divwn oJ …nai'o". a[llo" […] ejk
[th'"] presbutevra" [ÔRwvmh"] […] suggrafeu;" ajn[…] aujtov". The note was probably
intended to correct the passage (87.6-11 D) where Xiphilinos introduces himself in
his narrative – in fact, the very one allowing him to be identified as the author of
the Epitome, given that his name does not appear in the title: levgw ga;r tou'to oujk -
evti wJ" oJ Divwn oJ Prousaeu;" oJ ejpi; tou' Seuhvrou kai; ΔAlexavndrou tw'n aujtokratov -
rwn genovmeno", ajllΔ wJ" ΔIwavnnh" oJ Xifili'no" ajdelfovpai" w]n ΔIwavnnou tou' patri-
avrcou, ejpi; de; Micah;l aujtokravtoro" tou' Douvka th;n ejpitomh;n tauvthn tw'n pollw'n
biblivwn tou' Divwno" suntattovmeno". Xiphilinos seems to have thought that Dio
Cassius Cocceianus and Dio Chrysostomos (or of Prusa) were the same writer, and
his reader tried to make his point by distinguishing the Greek rhetor from the Ro-
man historian.

Nikephoros Gregoras was another reader of Iviron 812, as f. 31 of his notebook
Palat. Heidelberg. gr. 129 proves.60 In fact he made two selections of Xiphilinos’
Epitome, the first one, shorter, on f. 31 (marg. ajpo; tou' Divwno"), the second one of
5 pages (ff. 129v-131v, marg. ejk tw'n tou' Divwno" tou' Kokkiavnou), with a prelimi-
nary remark on the chronology of the author (in the time of Severus) and the peri-
od covered by his work, up to that of Alexander Severus: h\n ejn toi'" crovnoi"
Seuhvrou / kai; pro; Seuhvrou diarkevsew" / mevcri" ΔAlexavndrou tou' Seuhvrou[?].61

57 A. Turyn, Dated Greek Manuscripts of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries in the Libraries
of Great Britain, Washington, DC 1980, p. 57.
58 «Vespasian himself healed two persons, one having a withered hand, the other being blind,
who had come to him because of a vision seen in dreams; he cured the one by stepping on his
hand and the other by spitting upon his eyes» (transl. E. Cary, Dio’s Roman History, I-IX, Lon-
don-New York 1914-1927: VIII, p. 271).
59 Perhaps the same hand that wrote the note on f. 103v. It must be dated from the first half of
the fifteenth century.
60 M. Losacco, Niceforo Gregora lettore di Fozio, in D. Bianconi (ed.), Storia della scrittura e altre
storie, Roma 2014, pp. 55-100; C. Giacomelli, Un altro codice della biblioteca di Niceforo Gregora:
il Laur. Plut. 86, 3 fonte degli estratti nel Pal. gr. 129, «Quaderni di Storia» 80, 2014, pp. 217-241.
61 Inc. + o{ti oJ ΔIouvlio" kai'sar ta;" hJmevra" ejnomoqevthse 28.22 D; des. ouj kouvfh/ tini; fora'/ ajlla;
povnw/ kai; deusopoiw'/ e[rwti hjgavpa 351.18-19 D.
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After the excerpts, he adds a final list of Roman emperors incongruously beginning
with Pompey and ending with Alexander.62

The excerpts from Xiphilinos on f. 31 are preceded by excerpts from Pausanias’
books 8 and 10.63 I cannot identify the source of the next sentence: oJ dΔ ejsti
w{raio" to; ei\do"; then follows a sentence from Constantine Porphyrogenitus’ De
sententiis, p. 405 [= Diodorus Siculus 40.4.1]: ta; o{ria th'" hJgemoniva" toi'" o{roi" th'"
gh'" prosbibavsa".

And immediately after we read these fragments:

1. John of Antioch fr. 149 Roberto [= Const. Porphyr. Excerpta De virtutibus
et vitiis 1:174 (EV 19), Suda L 686]: oujdamou' tw'n kakw'n iJstavmeno" oujde;
ajnapauvwn th;n gnwvmhn.

2. Eutropius 2.7.15 kai; tou'ton me;n [to;n de; povlemon Greg.] hJtthvqhsan oiJ
Lati'noi, kai; qrivambon e[scen hJ nivkh. In marg. Eujtropiv(ou).

3. John of Antioch fr. 99 Roberto [= Exc. Plan. 16, cfr. sim. Suda A 3375]: eij"
ejkeivnou" to; th'" paraspondhvsew" a[go" ajpotribomevnh.

4. Eutropius 2.21.8: drovmo" dΔ h\n aujtoi'" ejpi; Karchdovna.
5. Eutropius 2.22.8-10: Oujde;n dΔ a]n ejkwvluse douleu'sai tovte tou;" “Afrou",

eij mh; limo;" ejpelqw;n proaphvgage th;n stratia;n tou' tevlou".
6. Eutropius 7.19.2-3: gevnei me;n ouj lampro;", ajreth;n de; oi|o" tou' [toi'" Greg.]

sfovdra ajrivstoi" sumfevresqai.
7. Eutropius 9.21.1-2: oujdamovqen oujdeni; gnwvrimo" plh;n ejk politikw'n e[rgwn.
8. Eutropius 10.7.5-6: tuvch de; hjkolouvqei me;n aujtou' toi'" ejgceirhvmasi dexiav.

Ta;" ajreta;" de; oujk e[krupten, ajllΔ * [sic ed. Lampros] ejkeivnwn ejnomivzeto
kai; tauvth" h\n.

Nr. 3 belongs to the selection of the Planudean Synagoge, but this is not the case
for Nr. 1, whose source may be Iviron 812 before it lost some folios of the John of
Antioch portion, as the mixture with Eutropius suggests.

Without interruption, but marked by Dio’s name in the margin of the text (ajpo;
tou' Divwno"), there follow the excerpts from Xiphilinos:

9. 21.8-11 D. ouj ga;r qevlousin oiJ logismoi; toi'" fovboi" sunei'nai. ajlla; a]n
me;n prokatavscwsiv tina, kai; mavla gennaivw" aujtou;" ajpwqou'ntai, a]n dΔ
uJsterhvswsin, hJttw'ntai.

10. 38.24-25 D. kai; aujta; katevpraxe panto;" me;n ajndro;" neanikwvteron, pan-
to;" de; gevronto" fronimwvteron.

11. 49.2-5 D. Tw'/ me;n lovgw/ to; devkaton th'" oujsiva" parΔ eJkavstou tw'n politw'n
eijspravttonte", e[rgw/ de; oujde; to; devkatovn tini kataleivponte".

62 Inc. + Pomphvi>o" (s.l. fort. del. u{pato"); des. ΔAbivta" oJ kai; Sardanavpalo": ΔAlevxandro".
63 Inc. 8.32.4 ojsta' uJperhvkonta h] wJ" ajnqrwvpou dokei'n; des. 10.33.4 e[sti de; kai; qew'n iJera;
ΔApovllwno", to; de; ΔArtevmido". + 1.10.3 hJlikiva/ te h[dh prohvkwn. This last fragment is the only
one not respecting the original order. According to A. Diller, Pausanias in the Middle Ages,
«Transactions of the American Philological Association» 87, 1956, pp. 84-97, the excerpts are
independent from the Synagoge.
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12. 73.26-29 D. ÔRoqivw/ te ejcrw'nto kai; ejnevballon: kai; eij me;n katevdusavn
tina, eij de; mhv, ajnekrouvonto pri;n eij" cei'ra" ejlqei'n.

13. S146.22-23 penqei'n prosepoiou'nto o}n ajpektovneisan, e[" te to;n oujrano;n
ajnhvgagon o}n ejk tou' sumposivou foravdhn ejxenhnovcesan.

14. S154.14-16 maqw;n de; Nevrwn o{ti tevqnhken, [add. hJ mhvthr] oujk ejpivsteusen:
uJpo; ga;r tou' megevqou" tou' tolmhvmato" ajpistiva aujtw'/ uJpecuvqh.

15. S174.23 kai; e[somai tou'to o{ ti a]n su; ejpiklwvsh/": su; gavr moi kai; moi'ra ei\
kai; tuvch.

16. S176.27-28 i{na to;n tw'n kiqarw/dw'n ajgw'na nikhvsa" hJtthqh'/ to;n tw'n
Kaisavrwn.

17. S185.25-27 kai; e[fage peinhvsa" a[rton oJpoi'on oujdepwvpote ejbebrwvkei, kai;
e[pie diyhvsa" u{dwr oJpoi'on oujde; pwvpote ejpepwvkei.64

Nikephoros Gregoras, reader of Marc. gr. 395
Planudes and Gregoras therefore had access to the same book, which is not an un-
usual situation in the transmission of ancient texts in Byzantium.65 For example,
both scholars read Zosimos in Vat. gr. 15666 and Plutarch’s Vitae Parallelae in
Laur. Plut. 69, 6.67 The transmission of Cassius Dio can provide a further testimo-
ny of the consecutive access both scholars had to the same library. As it happens,
Marc. gr. 395 was probably annotated by Gregoras at the Chora Monastery, where
he was in charge of the library after the restoration of the monastic facilities in
1316-21.68 This is made manifest by the kind of notes Gregoras wrote in the manu-
script, identifying the loss of several quires and folios suffered by M.69 Although he

64 The lower part of the page displays words and sentences from Plutarch’s Moralia.
65 See other examples in D. Bianconi, La biblioteca di Cora tra Massimo Planude e Niceforo Gre-
gora. Una questione di mani, «Segno e Testo» 3, 2005, pp. 391-438.
66 A. M. Forcina, Lettori bizantini di Zosimo: le note marginali del cod. Vat. gr. 156, Milano 1987;
C. M. Mazzucchi, Leggere i classici durante la catastrofe (Costantinopoli, maggio-agosto 1203): le
note marginali al Diodoro Siculo Vaticano gr. 130, «Aevum» 68, 1994, pp. 164-218, and 69, 1995,
pp. 200-258: 208-211.
67 D. Bianconi, Un altro Plutarco di Planude, «Segno e Testo» 9, 2011, pp. 113-130.
66 I. Pérez Martín, El scriptorium de Cora: un modelo de acercamiento a los centros de copia bizan-
tinos, in P. Bádenas de la Peña, A. Bravo García, I. Pérez Martín (eds.), ΔEpivgeio" oujranov" – El
cielo en la tierra. Estudios sobre el monasterio bizantino, Madrid 1997, pp. 203-224.
69 On the right order of the preserved folios and the loss of others, see Boissevain (ed.), Cassii
Dionis, cit., I, pp. LXIX and LXXIII; E. Mioni, Bibliothecae Divi Marci Venetiarum Codices
Graeci manuscripti. Thesaurus antiquus, II, Roma 1985, pp. 148-149. I have checked the current
state of the distribution of bifolia in quires (the volume is mutilated at both ends): 19 x iv (152)
+ 7 ff. (159, 2 ff. are missing, 1 paper f. was added in the fourteenth century) + 2 x iv (175) + 2
ff. (177, 6 ff. are missing) + 1 x iv (185) + 1 x ii (189, 4 ff. are missing between f. 187 and 188) +
1 x iv (197) + 1 x ii (201, the 2nd and the 4th bifolios are missing) + 5 x iv (241) + 1 x iv (249) +
2 ff. (252). The quire numbering is preserved only in a few cases (ff. 57, 89, 113 K<…>, 129,
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had a personal interest in reading and repairing the text,70 this was a normal duty
to be expected of a librarian.

We must begin the list of Gregoras’ notes with a very interesting, although short,
addition made perhaps by him on f. 8, where book 45 begins. Next to the original
number of the book, meV, we can read a later addition, lovg(o") eV, reflecting the
awareness that the volume began with book 41 (namely with the Civil Wars). This
confirms what Suda already proposed: that Dio’s Roman History should be orga-
nized in decades, which for a codex such as Marc. gr. 395 could mean 4 volumes of
20 books.71

Gregoras identified a gap between f. 32v and f. 33 (46.23-43)72 and wrote in the
margin the beginning and the end of the text to be included between these two
pages, which means that he was also able to read Laur. Plut. 70, 8, the only surviv-
ing copy of book 46 and therefore the only source of his addition.73 Since the Flo-
rence MS ends at 50.6.2, this vetus did not help him to fill the lacuna he detected
on f. 129 of Marc. gr. 395: (52.20) z(hv)t(ei) to; tevlo" th'" tou' Kaivsaro" dhmhgoriva"
th'" ejfexh'" th;n ajrch;n th'" tou' Maikhvna (Pl. 5). An entire quire seems to be missing
between ff. 128 and 129 (52.5.2-20.4).74 Evidently, where Gregoras writes that it is
necessary to look for the ending of Caesar’s speech, he actually means Agrippa’s
speech.

He also marked the beginning of four speeches by Mark Antony, Agrippa, Julius
Caesar, and Tiberius: f. 1: + dhmhg(o)r(iva) ΔAntwn(ivou) (44.36); f. 127v: + dhmh-
goriva ΔAgrivppou (52.2); f. 141: + dhmhg(o)r(iva) Kaivsaro" (53.3); f. 202: + dhmh -
g(o)r(iva) Tiberivou (56.35). He may have had a special interest in these rhetorical

137 khV, 168). khV assures the loss of 10 quires in the first half of the codex. The beginning of
each quire is indicated by three crosses added by the scribe of the text in the upper margin of
the first page.
70 Gregoras was probably the Byzantine scholar with the deepest interest in Ancient History.
Himself a historian, he called his work ÔRwmaikh; iJstoriva following Cassius Dio. This text still
lacks a modern edition, the only one available being I. Bekker, L. Schopen (eds.), Nicephori
Gregorae Historiae Byzantinae, I-III, Bonn 1829-1855. On his handwriting, I. Ševčenko, Some
Autographs of Nicephorus Gregoras, in Mélanges Georges Ostrogorsky, II, Beograd 1964, pp.
435-450; B. Fonkič, Les nouveaux autographes de Nicéphore Grégoras, in Manuscrits Grecs dans
les Collections Européennes. Études Paléographiques et Codicologiques 1988-1998, Moscow 1999,
pp. 62-77 (in Russian).
71 Boissevain (ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., I, p. LXXII: «Marciani archetypum duas decadas compre-
hendisse, quocum conferenda sunt Suidae verba: diairou'ntai de; (sc. libri Dionis) kata; dekav-
da"». Cfr. L. Canfora, Xifilino e il libro LX di Dione Cassio, «Klio» 60, 1978, pp. 403-407.
72 With f. 32v the 5th quire ends (des. 46.23.2: a]n ei[h polupragmonei'n, to; dev); with f. 33 the 6th
quire begins (inc. 46.43.2 aujth'" tucei'n). The loss of 46.23-43 does not however suggest that an
entire quire is lacking.
73 Gregoras wrote the continuation of the text in 46.23.2: ei[pevr tina ajlhvq[eian kakourgiva"
ei\ce, tovte ejcrh'n paracrh'ma kekwlu'sqai] and the text preceding 46.43.2: oujc o{ti kai; ejbouv -
lonto aujth'" tuc[ei'n].
74 Boissevain (ed.), Cassii Dionis, cit., II, p. 381 in app. crit.: «exciderunt in M deficiente quater-
nione kıV. hac igitur praeter V [Vat. gr. 144] adhibendus Lb [Laur. Plut. 70, 10], cuius librarius
damnum codicis M ex L supplevit».
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developments of Dio’s Roman history, since they had been banished from Xiphili-
nos’ Epitome.75

In order to finish our list of Gregoras’ notes we need only mention the writing of
a sh(meivwsai) on f. 136. But the work done on the manuscript in Gregoras’ circle
does not end there. Indeed, I would propose to date the addition of f. 156 (54.1.5
diktavtora" – 54.6.2 spoudarcivasan) from the middle of the fourteenth century. It
is a folio on Italian paper – unfortunately, the half of a sheet that lacks a water-
mark. This f. 156 (Pl. 6) has generally been dated from the fifteenth century, but
the scribe is a collaborator of Gregoras (probably his student, since he imitates
Gregoras’ handwriting) in the restoration of another historical manuscript, this
time Diodorus Siculus Vat. gr. 996.76 He also copied ff. 123, l. 3-132v, l. 7, 133-138v

of Vat. gr. 1095, once more in close cooperation with Gregoras, who copied ff.
121v l. 17-123, l. 3, (132v, l. 7-25?), 161v l. 3 a.i.-162v.77 The manuscript is the main
witness of books 18-37 of Gregoras’ Roman History, the final portion of the
work.78 This circumstance agrees with the watermarks of the paper used to copy
Vat. gr. 1095 and allows us to date it not much before Gregoras’ death in
1359/60.79 In my opinion, Gregoras’ reading of Marc. gr. 395 should be dated
from this final stage of his life. This is indirectly proved by the absence of Dio’s ex-
cerpts in Palat. Heidelberg. gr. 129, the notebook from his youth.

Other marginal notes in Marc. gr. 395 were added by readers interested in An-
cient History. A very cursive hand from the twelfth-thirteenth centuries using a
light brown ink has written these comments, proving he also knew Procopius of
Caesarea:

f. 125: (51.23.3) tevw" me;n ou\n tau'tΔ ejpoivoun, marg. o{ra to; tevw" ajnti; tou' e{w"
crei'tai th' levxei tauvth oJ Kaisareu;" Prokovpio".

f. 152: (53.27) Au[gousto" me;n tau'tav te ejn toi'" polevmoi" e[praxe, marg. mevmnh -
t(e) touvtou kai; o{lo" (sic?) Kaisareu;" Prokovpio".

f. 153v: (53.30.1) oJ dΔ Au[gousto" eJndevkaton meta; Kalpournivou Pivswno" a[r -

75 ΔEn dev ge tai'" dhmhgorivai", a[risto" kai; mimhth;" Qoukudivdou, plh;n ei[ ti pro;" to; safevsteron
ajfora'/, Gregoras had read in Photios, cod. 71, I, p. 105 Henry.
76 His hand is found in the additions of ff. 1-2v, 313-317, except for ff. 1, 2 l. 17-34, 314 last line,
314v l. 1-2 written by Gregoras. See P. Canart in P. Bertrac (ed.), Diodore de Sicile, Bibliothèque
historique, Livre I, Paris 1993, p. LXXXI n. 17; Mazzucchi, Leggere i classici, cit., p. 205; Bian-
coni, La biblioteca di Cora, cit., pp. 416-417.
77 I distinguish 9 scribes collaborating in the copy of Gregoras’ Roman History, with corrections
and comments of the author all over the manuscript. Some of them prove Gregoras’ animosity
towards Gregorios Palamas: f. 112v (to 26.3): o{ra frikto;n kai; novei th;n e{xin th'" ajsebou'" yuch'"
tou' Palama'.
78 J.-L. Van Dieten, Entstehung und Überlieferung des Historia Rhomaike des Nikephoros Grego-
ras, Köln 1975, pp. 24-25.
79 These are the watermarks I have identified in that portion of Vat. gr. 1095: «arbalète» sim.
Piccard XI 1954 (a. 1352), sim. Mošin-Traljić 257 (a. 1356 [1353-7]) ff. 24/7, 57/8, 84/9 (83-90),
139-162; «bélier» Piccard III 204, 205 (a. 1354), Mošin-Traljić 1129 (a. 1368), ff. 39/44, 102/3,
135/7 (sic!); «oiseau» Mošin-Traljić 6600 (a. 1376), ff. 62/6-82, 116/121, 117/20-138.
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xa", marg. ojrqw;" a[ra dhmhgorw'n oJ ΔAntwvnio" ajrrwst(hvsanta?) to;n kaiv -
sara e[legen, ijdou; ga;r ajeivnoson tou'ton euJrivskw.

f. 158v: (54.9.8) dw'ra pevmyante" a[lla te kai; tivgrei" prw'ton tovte toi'" ÔRw-
maivoi" […] ojfqeivsa", marg. i{na tiv mh; kai; th;n morfh;n tou' tivgrido", th;n ga;r
eijkovnisa" w{sper dh; kai; th;n tou' rJinokevrwto" ajllΔ o{mw" oujk oi\da" wJ" lev-
gei", tiv na gravfei".

From the thirteenth century could be dated a different rapid hand that wrote
sh(meivwsai) on ff. 41, 42, 172v, 175 as well as these notes:

f. 44 47.16.1 tou' te Plavgkou tou' Loukivou uJpateusavntwn; marg. leukwvmata
ta; m[e;n].

f. 158v: 54.9.10 ejsavlpizen oujk oi\dΔ o{pw"; marg. teratolog(ei'") oujk eijdw;" a}
gravfei", oJpoi'on ga;r to; e[xwmon to; megal(uvteron?) levgei kai; o{pw" meta;
podw'n kai; ejsavlpizen.

Finally, we may mention that a fifteenth-century hand wrote on f. 78v (48.58.1) two
notes on contents: peri; puro;" uJgrou' kai; u{dato" purwvdou"; and below: + peri; tw'n
baivwn tovpwn.

Contrary to expectation, Planudes’ handwriting is not found in Marc. gr. 395, but
his relationship with the book can be indirectly proved. As we have seen, the trans-
mission of Dio is considered to have been mediated by volumes that followed the
organisation into decades: Marc. gr. 395 could then be the third volume (books 41-
60) of such a system. A further volume of this collection of four, the first, could have
been reconstructed from the restoration of a Strabo manuscript, Par. gr. 1397 (ms.
A),80 whose first 40 and last 60 ff. (ff. 1-39 and 173-232) were eaten by mice. The
materials reused to restore Par. gr. 1397 are now called Par. gr. 1397A. As Jean
Irigoin has proved, the strips added on ff. 212-214, 219-220 allow the reconstruc-
tion of 4 folios of a lost manuscript. This manuscript was a copy of the first books of
Cassius Dio (ms. P) complementing Marc. gr. 395 (Books 44.35.4-60.28.3 in its cur-
rent state), written by the same hand at the beginning of the 10th century.81

The fragments now in Par. gr. 1397A belong to Books 17 and 18 of the Roman
History,82 and according to Sbordone and his identification of Planudes’ handwrit-
ing in the Strabo codex,83 the Byzantine scholar could have had access to those lost

80 The codex is described by A. Diller, The Textual Tradition of Strabo’s Geography with Appen-
dix: The Manuscripts of Eustathius’ Commentary on Dionysius Periegetes, Amsterdam 1975, pp.
42-53.
81 Irigoin, Centres de copie, cit., p. 209; Diller, Textual Tradition of Strabo, cit., p. 47; Mazzucchi,
Alcune vicende, cit., p. 139; J. Irigoin, Centres de copie et bibliothèques, in C. Mango, I. Ševčenko
(eds.), Byzantine Books and Bookmen: A Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium, Washington, DC 1975,
pp. 17-27: 21-22; Deux servantes maîtresses en alternance: paléographie et philologie, in Prato
(ed.), I manoscritti greci, cit., II, pp. 589-600: 597-600 (with prior publications by Irigoin).
82 The fragments were edited by F. Haase, XV. Cassii Dionis librorum perditorum fragmenta
Parisiensia, «Rheinisches Museum» 6, 1839, pp. 445-476. On the copy context, Irigoin, Centres
de copie, cit., pp. 207-209.
83 F. Sbordone, De Strabonis palimpsesto ceterisque codicibus potioribus memoria, in W. Aly, De
Strabonis codice rescripto, Città del Vaticano 1956, pp. 273-285: 274 and n. 2.
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books of the Roman History. Although the identification of his hand is far from be-
ing admitted,84 and the Strabo copy used by Planudes in his Synagoge was not Par.
gr. 1397, but Par. gr. 1393 (ms. C),85 in the fourteenth century ms. A was also the
source of extensive supplements and restorations to ms. C, including almost all of
books 8-9.86 This restoration was done by Nikephoros Gregoras and a scribe from
his entourage: once again, the transmission of Strabo is linked to both scholars.87

Par. gr. 1397 is not the only link in the transmission of Strabo and Dio’s texts.
Aubrey Diller has established the identity of the scribe of Par. gr. 1397 and Laur.
Plut. 70, 8,88 commonly dated from the second half of the tenth century.89 Both
manuscripts were available in the fifteenth century to Georgios Chrysococces who
copied Strabo’s codex (into Moscow gr. 20490 and then into Escorial T.II.7 in
1423)91 and used Dio’s Laur. Plut. 70, 8 to complete the copy of Marc. gr. 395.92

What Diller and Irigoin had in mind when they insisted on the common preser-
vation of these veteres was probably the manuscripts’ connection with the imperial
library.93 But if in our imagination we can locate the historical codices gathered by
Constantine Porphyrogenitus in the Great Palace near the Bosporus, where could
we envision the passing of the historical veteres through the hands of the Palaiolo-
gan scholars? Could this have happened at the Blachernae Palace? or at the Chora
Monastery? These questions cannot be answered neatly: books move, and so do
people. But we know something for sure: if all the books read by them were gath-
ered in the same place, it is there that we would find the most important library of
profane texts Byzantium ever saw.

Inmaculada Pérez Martín*

84 Diller, Textual Tradition of Strabo, cit., p. 47.
85 Diller, ibid., pp. 89-90.
86 Diller, ibid., p. 51. Irigoin, Deux servantes maîtresses, cit., p. 599, has written the opposite,
that ms. C is the source of ms. A’s completion.
87 I am preparing a study on the role of Planudes and Gregoras in the transmission of Strabo,
dealing with Par. gr. 1393, Par. gr. 1397, and Marc. gr. XI.21.
88 A. Diller, Notes on Greek Codices of the Tenth Century, «Transactions of the American Philo-
logical Association» 78, 1947, pp. 184-188: 184-185. Both manuscripts share some codicological
features such as the number of lines (36) and the layout; cfr. Irigoin, Centres de copie, cit., p. 207.
89 According to Irigoin, Centres de copie, cit., p. 208, the scribe of Laur. Plut. 70, 8 annotated
the margins of Marc. gr. 395, which means that both volumes were at the same tenth-century li-
brary. Later Irigoin must have made up his mind about the identity of their hands, since he did
not repeat this statement, criticized by Mazzucchi, Alcune vicende, cit., pp. 129-130. Neverthe-
less, in Irigoin, Deux servantes maîtresses, cit., p. 600, he still considers that Dio’s mss. P, L and
M and Strabo’s ms. A were at the same library in the tenth-thirteenth centuries. 
90 B. Fonkič, Grečeskie piscy epoxi vozrozdenija, «Vizantijskij Vremennik» 26, 1965, pp. 266-271.
91 A. Diller, The Greek Codices of Palla Strozzi and Guarino Veronese, «Journal of the Warburg
and Courtauld Institutes» 24, 1961, pp. 313-321: 321; Cataldi Palau, I colleghi di Giorgio Baio-
phoros, cit., p. 209. 
92 See above, p. 178.
93 Cavallo, La trasmissione, cit., p. 326, nevertheless, sees further proof of the court or imperial
background of the manuscripts in the involvement of Planudes in their preservation.

* Instituto de Lenguas y Culturas CCHS-CSIC, Madrid.
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VAqw", Monhv Ibhvrwn, 812, f. 91r — È vietata ogni ulteriore riproduzione con qualsiasi
mezzo.
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VAqw", Monhv Ibhvrwn, 812, f. 102v — È vietata ogni ulteriore riproduzione con qualsiasi
mezzo.
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VAqw", Monhv Ibhvrwn, 812, f. 243r — È vietata ogni ulteriore riproduzione con qualsiasi
mezzo.
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VAqw", Monhv Ibhvrwn, 812, f. 13r — È vietata ogni ulteriore riproduzione con qualsiasi
mezzo.
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Venezia, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Marc. gr. 395, f. 129r (upper half) — È vietata
ogni ul teriore riproduzione con qualsiasi mezzo.
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Venezia, Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Marc. gr. 395, f. 156r (upper half) — È vietata
ogni ul teriore riproduzione con qualsiasi mezzo.




